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a lot of asian films are
very political, so we cant
screen those. in order to
reach a much broader
audience, we screen
movies that are less
political. like monkey

(2016), which is about a
girl born with a monkey in
her head, but is a popular
fantasy for many asian-

american kids. its just one
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example. but weve also
shown a number of

popular asian movies, like
the farewell, shall we

dance?, sing, trance, the
world of suzie wong, the
grandmaster, and the list

goes on and on. each
screening, we get a lot of

questions from pitt
students. thats why we
have a lot of things we

can do to support the pitt
community. we have the
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silk screen series, the
asian american film

festival, and some other
events that weve done in
the past. we have a lot of

students from asia, so
when we have a

screening, we always try
to have a lot of students
from asia come out. we

encourage them to watch
the movie and engage in
conversation afterwards.

we usually do a lot of
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that. we have a lot of
open discussions with
asian students, and we
try to have them tell us

what they thought of the
movie. weve had a lot of
asian-american directors

in the past that have
come out to the

screenings. for example,
m. night shyamalan has
been to several of them.
he was here in the city in
the past, and he visited
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us often in the past, so he
knows about the

screenings. he did a
series called the man with
the movie camera in the
1990s. i watched it in the
past, and i really liked it.
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